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North judge cautions
media of a mistrial

photo h. Rich klcSieary
"Is Maine Novo?" The sculpture was created hy Prof. l/eMoulpeid's introductory sculpture class. It cautions its audience emut the possitility of an oil spill
off the coast of Maine.

Caribou transplant takes
measures to avoid failure
Lisa M. Comly
For the Campw

since 1986.
One hundred years ago. woodland
caribou freely roamed the state of
kath) Murphy do ides a 100-pound
Maine, but for reasons still uncertain tobag of feed into two-50 pound portions.
day, caribou disappeared from the state.
She then makes her way through mud,
in the early 1900s. In 1963, the Maine
downed branches and logs to deliver the
Department of Inland Fisheries and
feed to large bins.
Wildlife attempted to reestablish caribou
Depending on how much was conby releasing 23 Newfoundland caribou
sumed since yesterday's feeding, Murphy
on Mount Katandin.
may make anywhere from two to six trips
The caribou svere occasionally sighted
with 50-pound portions. She is providing
over the next two sears before they disapthe daily food supply to 24 hungry
. peared. The causes
of the failure .of this
caribou.
reintroduction attempt are uncertain,
After providing the nutritional needs but
poaching, disease and failure to
to the caribou. Murphy makes her
regroup for mating arc posible conrounds.
tributing factbrs.
She walks through the 12 acre
The current transplant is taking
enclosure noting any injuries or abnormeasures to avoid some of these-factors:
mal behavior. Once she is assured that
-nx caribou brought to Mane in 1963 ._
all the animals are accounted for and in
were from a migratory herd. Those
their normal conditions, she locks the
brought here in 1986 are from a nongates and heads for the center of cammigratory herd. Coordinators of the propus to attend classes.
iect.hope these non-migratory animals
Murphy is one,olt handful of student will
remain together and not • disperse too
tile -.10tine Caribou far once
employees they are relea:sed.
Transplant Corporation.
The 1963 attempt simply flew animals
The corporation is a private nonprofit into
Baxter State Park and released
organization which grew from the desire them.
of Maine educators, wildlife officials,
The current project is initially holding
legislators and citizens to return the thc animals
at the University pens.
once-native woodland caribou to Maim --Animals
to be released are then
Their efforts enabled the capture and transported
tO's holding facility at Baxtransport of 27 caribou from the Avalon ter State
Park. They will betield in this
Peninsula of Newfoundland in pen for several
weeks until' they have
December 1986. The animals were adapted to their
new surroundings and
brought to the Wildlife Research 5a6li- the wild foods
there.
ty at the University of Maine in Orono.
All of the released animals will be fitThe Maine Caribou Reintroduction ted with radio-c
ollars. This will allow
project has captured the attention of biologists to
follow the daily movements
people throughout the state and of each animal.
elsewhere. According to project director
Mortality sensors within the collars
Dr. Mark Mccollough, 70,000 people
(see CARIBOU page 4)
have visited the Orono caribou herd

WASHINGTON (AP) — While the
National .Security Adviser John
Oliver North jury deliberated . for the • Pothdetter knew about the missiles from
ninth day Monday, the judge raised the
specter of a mistrial if the news media
the intercepted messages but perpetuated
succeed in forcing disclosure of a sealed
the false story.
document in the case.
then-President Reagan, when inter"If you prevail in this matter," U.S.
s levied by the Tower investigative comDistrict Julie Gerhard A. Gesell told a
mission in January 1987, said he did not
lawyer for 10 news organizations, "one
remember how the shipment came
possibility is- I might discharge the jury"
about. A month later, he told the comThe jurors. knowing none of this,
mission that both he and his chief of
returned to the courthouse after a sestaff, Donald :I:, Regan. agreed they
cond weekend under the ejes—aj•
could not remember any meeting about
marshals and deliberated for five hours
a shipment of Hawk missiles.
before quitting for the day. The total for
The stipulation, an exhibit in the trial,
the nine days stood at 451
/
2 hours, still
was included in the material the jury
without an indication of what is delaytook into its deliberations on April 21
ing the verdict.
But Gesell refused to release it to the
The document in question, a stipulapublic, and then the news organizations
tion of facts agreed to by the government
filed a protest with the court. ,
and • North, summarizes highly Secret
At a hearing Monday. Gesell said the
"intercepts" of intelligence gathered as
issues were "very, %cry broad." He
the National Security Agency tracked a
brushed aside an attempt at explanation
CIA-assisted November 1985 shipment - by Timothy B. Dyk. who represents the
of Hawk missiles from Israel to Iran.
news media, including The Associated
North is charged with claiming in a
Press. Dyk said that "only one docufalse chronology that no one in the U.S.
ment" was involved_
government knew until January 1986
"It's the only document I treated this
about the missiles. His defense is that
way after 14 months of dealing with over
IltenCl& Director William Casey and
a million documents," said Gesell.

Alcoholic recovers
•.. with
chess and writing
LONDON 7-,;. "No one is born in
the gutter," John Healy states firmly. He ought to know. He's been there.
For 15 years Healy, now 46, lived
!what he himself would describe as the
'lowest form of human existence_ He
was one of london's vagrant
alcoholics. Home was a grim, muddy park . where legions of the city's
outcasts congregate. Bed was a littered doorway, Or the damp floorboards of a building long abandoned by all but rats and tattered men.
He drank whatever he could get his
hands on. Sometimes it was alcohol
rub diluted with water taken from a
toilet bowl in a public lavatory.
He remembers it as a living hell.
Each day was a constant round of
dodging fellow drunks wielding
broken bottles, begging, stealing, and,
above all, skirting the fate that befalls
most of his ilk-a sudden, senseless
death. The only respite from the
alcoholic "shakes," perpetual
hunger, and the filth-he often went
months without changing his clothes
or taking a bathwas bouts in prison.
It was-there in fact, something
happened that was little short of
miraculous. While serving a year-long

sentence for drunken violence, a
fellow inmate taught Healy how to
play chess. Their board was a pencil
sketch on a bench; the pieces were bits
of paper which he kept tucked away
in his socks.
Within a week, Healy had become
Itesotted with chess," he recalls,
"ate it, drank it, dreamed about it. It
had replaced everything in my
mind...and for the first time in my life
I began to live without a constant,
nagging desire for a drink.
That was 16 years ago. He went on
to become a British chess tournament
champion, capable of simultaneously playing four games blindfoldedand winning them a11:7
With virtually no formal educatiot
and an impoverished background;
Healy astounded the British chess
elite. His success is "outstanding,"
concludes William Hartston, one of
Britain's top players, "for someone
who came to the game at the age of
30-quite apart from- his earlierhistory."
But that isn't the end of the story.
After a growing disenchantment with
(see HEAL1' page 28)
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News Briefs
SENIORS!
Before you
get this,

May Day celebrated throughout world
(API—Poles shouted "Down a it h
communism!" in a May Day march
through Warsaw, Soviet Armenians
defied a ban on demonstrations and
rallies butst into riots in
Czechoslovakia and South Korea on
Monday as workers marked their
•
worldwide holiday.
Clashes in Turkey left 36_peopie injured, including one man who was
shot in the head; riot squads fired teargas when leftists tried to march on the
U.S. Embassy in the Philippines and
300 radicals donned masks and looted
stores in West,Germany.
The Soviet Union held a traditional
parade through Red Square, China_
used.the occasion to try to ease it
burgeoning student uprising, and -a .
man holding aposter of Soviet Presi.;
dent Mikhail .IS, Gorbachev was '
dragge,.-yaray- -by-T--police-
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NASA retchedules Atlantis launch
Ystagellah spacecraft toward Venus to
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla {P)
map the could-veiled surface.
— NASA Monday rescheduled tbe
once-aborted launch of space shuttlei'-<The launch opportunity "windosi"
Atlantis for Thursday afternoon after 1., 'on Thisrsclay is 64 minutes long.
technicians working around the clock ' Thelaunch was scrubbed Frisay, 31
did a "bang-up job" in replacing twà-. seconds before,,the planned:liftoff
faulty fuel system pans.
because of a tuddeuelectrical surge
Space -agency said in a state- - ma hydrogen fuel piinip ASA said
mem
t.-this plan is optimistic
,,monday • that .tiny metal • ides
pending
coon Of 'testing and - found in the pump may have ca
analysis to 4
dearly the proshort circuit.
blcms encountered
ring Friday'sAfter the launch' was, postponed,
launch attempt."
gineers also distovered a pinhole
But officials said they werenfi- leak in a 4-inch-diameter line-that cardent enough of making a Thu
.„ ries liqiud hydrogen from the estertauntIt that-they gave-thr siguar to
fuet -tank-to-the-sktntie
start a nevi countdown at 8 int. lists- .
Officials had said Sunday that Friday for the first shuttle planetary
day was the earliest launch possibili-'
launch. _
_ty.__But With the replacement work go'The five astronauts abouard the
ing so well, they, said Monday that
Atlantis art,to propel•the S550 million
Thursday was possible.
-

Hurry to the Crossland
Alumni Center to apply for
your own University of Maine
Alumni credit card,.,
I

Couple reports second child missing
ALTON, Ill.'
(AP)— Police investigated a report Monday that a
masked gunman abducted a baby girl
from a couple who made the same
complaint three_ _years _ago_ about_
another daughter who was found
dead yards from their house,
On Saturday, Robert and Paula
Sims reported their 6-week-old
daughter, Heather, was missing from
her bassinet after a masked gunman
knocked Mrs. Sims unconscious,
police .said.

You've spent four years preparing for the
real world and here's the final piece. Before
you graduate.apply kir a Special Edition %ISA
MasterCariAJor cr&litc4nvenience plus
the added pride and recognition that comes
with being a MAINE alum—at great savings
also! A low $10.00 annual fee givt.S you a \ISA
orltiiasterCardiVith a-low-Annual Percentage
Rate of just 16.5%,cash advances at over
50.000 ATMs Viorichvide,trawl insuranceand
discounts,sand much More.Plus,pad of-your
annualfee and a portion of every transaction
goes to benefit the University's Alumni Association. To pick pp your application stop in at
• the Crossland Alumni Center,right across
from Alfoncl Arena,and get one of the two
most important benefits of graduating.

The report was identical to one filed in 1986 in nearby Brighton when
the Sims'--44-eity-eld daughter,
loralei, turned up missing. Her body
was Wand five days later about 150
feetfrom-the Sims- house. No arrest
was made although the parents WIT
considered suspects.
"What arc the chances: of
somebody breaking into your house
and taking your
small infant child once in your
Fife?"-said police Sgt. Bills Lawrence.

Employers carry burden of proof
in sexual discrimination cases

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Cito-r

BANK

t4-

-t

Czechoslovakia.
Around the *Odd, thousands
gathered on the international labor
day to celebrate their gains with banners and balloons, or protest their
losses with hurled rocks and smashed windows.
Up to 100;000 Solidanty supporters
marched through Warsaw. the union's
iirsUegarM4yt)ayjathetlflg since it
was, suppressed eight years ago.
Workers chanted "Down with communism!" during the impressive show
of strength.
"We not only can organize uprisings, we can also build a normal
Warsaw
order."
democratic
told
Bujak
4higniew
SolidAiiider
reforms
recent
to
referring
the crowd,
that resulted in Solidarity's legalizaHow and opposition participation in
elections.

WASHINGTON (AP)- — The
Supreme Court,----in-•-the-gase--otwoman who says she was denied promotion because others thoughit she
acted too much like a man, made it
more difficult Monday for employers
to win lawsuits accusing them of sex,
ual stereotyping and other bias.
In a fragmented ruling, the court
'said employers have the burden of
prooSing they did not discriminate illegally when there is evidence that
bias played a part in personnel
decisions.
By a 6-3 vote, the justices ordered
further lower court hearings in a suit
against the accounting firm of Prince
Waterhouse by a former employee,
Ann Hopkins,

She said_she was denied it partner-0ip-Tbecause of "macho" attitudes
that demanded she behave "more
femininely."
The firm said other factors — such
as her failure to get along with others
— were decisive.
OnlyJour justices agreed On the
standards that should govern such
"mied-motive'
discrimination cases.
,
The absence of a majority ennuciating clear guidelines could sow
confuslon among lower courts when
deciding such suits.
The decision prompted Mixed
reactions.
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Bach named new editor MEPA holds conference
at University of Maine
by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer

by Emily Peebles-Seibert
Staff Writer

Three years of hands-on newspaper
experience will be put to use next
semester at The Daily Maine Campus
when the new editor takes over.
Jonathan Bach. a junior journalism
major from Alburg! Vt.. has recently
been hired as editor Of the student-run
publication.
_TmTps*.heci aruLite
. ady to roil, he
said.
As a freshman. Bach took a
newspaper production class and became
hooked. He said hs enjoyed seeing what
he had done the next day when the paper
CaMC out. Since then, he has been active
in production, writing and editing.
Bach said that his main goal is to enphoto by Itich McNeary
sure the continued credibility of the
It will run twice a week and contain
paper. He would like to present an acrev iews, features, previews of coming
curate representation of what is happen-.
events and possibly some student an
ing on and off..campus.
-- faculty awards.
urifilie-it to be respected for being
The editorial pages will run fly; days
a daily newspaper." he said. "It's a lot
a week. Bach said, that will help giVe
ofwork."
everyone an equal opportunity to
He also said he would like to incor,4 respond.
porate more state news into the paper to
The staff of student reporters will be
give out-of-state students a better
small. The advanced news writing
understanding of the place that is their
laboratory class (MIR 431) supplies the
home nine months out of the year.
paper with student reporters. While
There will be some changes, he said, • twelve students are presently enrolled in
• the class, only nine have signed up for
but most of them are minor ones.
The budget will be streamlined. Bads __the lab for the fall.
said. He wants to give people a fair wage. Because there are less reporters. Bach
for the long hours they work.
said the editOrs will have to do More
"I want to reward people for the time
writing.
they put in," he said and added, "Put"I don't want to overwork the
ting out a daily newspaper is a big
reporters," he said, "We will also realheadache, but it's my favorite headache:
Is need a lot of ‘olunteer writers!'
"Centerpiece: will be replaced by a
(see B.ACH page 81
two-page section titled. "Magazine."

The 1989 spring conference of the
Maine Psychological Association was
held April 29-30 at the University of
Maine.
Anne Hess, incoming president,
said the MEPA includes both clinical
_ psychologists who work in public and
—private -settings .a-nd academic •
psychologists who teach at universities and do research. The association
also has student members, she said.
'Hess said the psychologists meet
each fall and spring. During the this
year's meeting scientific research
papers were presented by professionals and-students.
David Mills, director Orihe MEPA
Ethics Office which investigates counts againWpsychOlogists, gave a
_ talk on psychologists who are accused of having sex with their patients.
• Mills said the person most.often ac• cused of sexual misconduct is a male
therapist who is between who is between 40 and 50 years old, is in practice by himself, is having marital pro- biems and gets involved with a much
younger female patient," he said.
Ellen Theriault, a UMainc student.
gave a paper on the factors that affect 20-year-old women who must
decide • whether to get married right
away. She compared them to the factors that affected women in their
mothers' generation.
"I found the biggest difference is in
education and desire for a career.
...Today there's more of an opportuni-

ty for women to go to college," she
said.
Michelle Dunham, a Bates College
student, presented a paper on parents'
beliefs about the abilities of children
at different ages. Their beliefs were
assessed by questionaire and
evaluated by other parents and
psychologists.
-"Most of the parents tended to emphastzettungs like social abilities and most of the experts tended to emphasize the fact that children have the
-ability to learn things," she-said.
"These are the things they each considered important.
Nancy Johnson, assistant OroYessor
of psychology at Bates College, said
the conference has many benefits for
psychology students.
"They get a chance_v_hear -what
pro ession papers are.
an• t
get a chance to present their own
work," Johnson said. "When they
get a chance to come here I think they.
really get_ a cchance to see that other
people can hear about what they're
doing and be interested," she said.
Hess said students are able to
receive feedback on their work and
meet others doing similar research.
Chick Acker, outgoing president,
said a policy council meeting and a
general membership meeting also::
took place. Discussion centered
around the association's directions and policies and the legislation
members are concerned about.
(see MEPA page 2O

General Student Senate
announces:

•
•

This week's meeting will be at KX) Nutting Hail at 6:00 pm
Off-campus senators
John Dearden__
William Skelton
Harold Kamanyi

Scott Thomas
Eric Ewing —
Curtis Stone
-;Stcphane Fitch

Stavros Mendros
Jessica Loos
Mike Stott

On-campus senators
Richard" Wormwood
-Androicoggin Hall
Bill Kennedy
;27
Dawn Bonvie
Cipher McCarthy Aroostook Hall Gary Atwood
Balentine, Chadbourne, Colvin, Estabrooke
Alicia fencer
Amy DeLong
UNFILLED,
Corbett, Oak, Hart, Hannibal Hamlin HallIhane- Granf.
David Mitchell
Maureen Rosenberg
Cumberland I-111
Tom Magctieu
- UNFILLED
Mf—
in Hall 'Roy Ulrickson ill
Robert Ballow
Gannett Hall
Ronald Meldrurn
s Hancock Hall
'Thomas Palmer
Chad Crabtree
Jim-Madrliead

GarY FM_
Bonnie Gould
Bryant Denapoli

Kennebec Hall
Knox Hall
Oxford Hall
Penobscot, Stodder.Hall
Somerset Hall
York Flail, York Village
Fraternity.
University College

Come see how we make a difference for rod
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•- caribou__

t_.

Icon tinutd from pop 1)

-terinimediatels
.will enable reseah. els—
;We* dead animals so the cause -of
death csur be determined.
'The mortality sensors Will idio aid in
identifying instances of'poaching. ,
_ The Maine state legislature has passed a law that calls1O al$10,000-11ne órsix months in jaitfor harassing, possessing, molesting or killing a caribou.
'During the herd's first spring at the ,
University pens, 1-6 calves were born.
Eleven of them survived the critical two
weeks following birth.
calves suryiveti
I...att sprint.
through-the simmer. rroject person-60
are anticipating the birth Of IS or 16
calves this May and June.
In order to locate a release site, potential areas were evaluated in the ammer
of 1988 to determine predator abundance, forage quality, and habitat
suitability. It was determined that Bas•
ter State Park offered the most suitable
conditions for the reintroduction:- In Noyember 1988. the Baxter Statti
Authority granted appro9«al, on.a ye.aby-year bast for the release of caribou
into the par.
t,
the first caribou wereIn rly A
er Park enclosure.
m ed to the
ve caribou ha been successfully
transported to the park;
The exact location otthis enclosu-re
and the date of _release from it will remain secret' This is being drine w protect the animals and the fragile parkenvironment front excessive crowds of
PeoPitThe number of caribou being Introduced into the large areal of Suter
- Park is small. The chance of seeing one
during visit to the park is slim.
Visitors to the Orono holding facilits
during the regularly, scheduled public
vieviings are guaranteed they'll see a

Caqbou. Viewings for,.the summer will
be „June 24, 25; July R. 9, 29,-40; and
August 12. 13, 26, 27.
"
' September 1988, the Maine caribou
herd numbered 4.5....Today it.his dropped
to 36. Deaths this - Winter and Spring hive
cWinect. the lives a nine caritiOu.•
-ThOjeCt personnel and Organizers are
disappointed with the-.deaths that oc-.•
cured since the fall. Six of the nine
caribou losilstre females. Since caribou
are polygamous(one male breeds many,
females). fewer males than females are,
required to maintain the.herd. The less
of six Terniles represen s a co
kiss of breeding potential. Despite their disappointment,. project
personnel realize that deaths are to be ea
peoed. Projects such as this are not car
ried out- every' day and there is onl
limited information to work with.
Mortality rates of the captive herd are
still lower than mortality of caribou in
the wild.
The caribou reintroduction is an experiment, and like any experiment, the
outcome is uncertain. Regardless, there
is much to be learned in terms of wildlife
management from the reintroduction.
White-tailed deer, are intermediate
hosts to a parasitic brairwrorm that is
fatal to caribou. It was this brainworm
that just recently killed two female
caribou calves.
Project leader Mccollough is not surprised by these deaths. The whitctailed
deer population on Marsh Island is
estimated to be 50 deer per square mile.
_Given such a high deer density.
. •_
_
and for all if iiiii can't* reintroducMccollough finds it remarkable that
Biologists are eager to find an answer
ed into a former habitat with whitemore caribou have not been lost to the to. Wit question.
brainworm.
Before the mid-I800's. white-tailed • tailed deer.."
Although the outcome of the project
He said he wonders, "Why. hasen't all deer range extended only as far north as
there is a significant side et
uncertain,
is
of,;Our caribou died from the brain- southern-Maine
project. According to the
the
fect
of
During the same time period, the
the takehome message is
McCollough:
range of caribiiii.extended southerly only
that if animals
idei
--t
er-pwpIt,rcilf111
a
no
There
was
111C.
- tWiM1
as far as I
aren't taken case of and natural resources., _
overlap between the two species.
protected, they won't be here-in-100
SERVING HOURS IN'MEMORIAL ,JNION FOOD
Logging practices in northern Maine
Mir&
created suitable habitat for the white4.1 SERVICE
is fortunate that caribou still
tailed deer, and they moved into this
and there are animals
elsewhere,
QUst
.
area. Coincidentally. _caribouT-were
here. Other
transplanted
be
available
to
their
last
sighted.
until
nriinc FRIDAY. APRIL 28 the .Mernonal Union Food
species are not so fortunate.
recorded sighting, in 19(F on the
If nothing else project members $ty.
tablelands of Mount Katandin.
ServiceiHbcopen durtnij the iolknving hours_::
the reintroduction has heightened peoResearchers believe the parasitic brainple's awareness of natural resources and
worm rttarbave-been the cause of the
their stewardship responsibilities over
demise of woodland caribou in the state
those resources. of Maine. The outcome of this reinThe reintroduction project is funded
\---UNlyERSItY CLUB
troduction may provide clues to support
.entirely through prisate contributions
or disclaim this idei.
and fund-raising efforts. Public interest
- According to Murphy. student assis7:30 AM - 5:00 PM
MONDAY
and support in this project mas make it
r tam for the project. "Success for the pro-once
again possible for the people of
The
first
desire
ject woald be twofold.
TUESDAY- - -SATURDAY
Maine
to regain Jost part of their
AM - 9:00 PM_
become
a
selfsustaming
infibou
to
isfor
herd. The other objective is to learn once' wildlife heritage
CLOSED
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=zazx
ma:tic:4414 TE.-2,w,n4:zscuzschan

DRIVER WANTED

iiimpfkg - ewer swyk,e

-DAMN YANKEE •
MONDAY - FRIDA1

8:00 AM _3_20_11N
CIDSED

Full-time summer •
Part-time winter
.
t•
989-1547 Or 989-1521

MONDAY-WEDNESDAY

7:30 AM - 10:00 PM

PertobscOt Terrace Apartments

THURSDAY

7:30 PM - 11:00 PM

- FRIDAY .

1:30 AM- 10:00 PM

Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus

SAP *RDA' & SUNDAY

ZEAR'S DEN *

1

$5.00 an hour-to start

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

" 10:03,AM - 10:00 PM

*hours will be "liutted for special program

Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
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Arts Center prepares for summer season
•
events seheddled. We know We Want to summer program is that of Ray Charks. almost instantly."
"I don't know what you can Say to
Organizing the SUMMer season was a
do a popinar (summer)season that's not
describe him," Olsen said. "He's one difficult task that took over six months__
too harry."
Ameria-s-best-know iv-musicians,"
to -complete-----This will be the third summe
NIRIVFIrOM the 'big' band," era; off
Billed
as
"one
of
America's
true
an"Some of it was set up as early as
(he-wall humor and the musiCil talents
for the MCA and Olsen said the perk)
tionat
musical
treasures,
"-CharletwilrNoveMberand-Dricembeg-"
---01sen said.
expected
to
be
wellminces are
received.
of the-- immortal Ray C'harles will
perform
on
June
29.
"Joel
(Katz,
the
center's
executive
direcof
the
The
first
performance
summer
highlight the summer season- at--Alle
For those not into Maine humor or tor) began working -ien earnest in
will be -Postcards From Maine II,"
MaincCenter. For the Arts.
described by Olsen as"an ongoing con- rhythm and blues music, the summer February and only concluded (ThursAccording -to the finalized schedule,
season offers a night of laughter with day)."
'-'he "Siarificlights"-7surmner-perfori------ctnel-feistigi'M among others, Maine A wn of
tort2y's most-popular comedians-—v--Olsen said-heunderstood students'
humorist Tim Sar-i-n5W---atid-ritgtiniemance season at the MCA Will have 15
as
Emo
Philips and Judy Tenuta-take the ' complaints about scheduling some
pianist Glenn Jenks.
:, different shows that center officials hope
stage
on
July 29.
popular events in the suinimer when they
will interest a wide range of peo;ple.
The oritnal 'Postcards From Maine'
%
Desx
ribing-PhtliPshirturring-unttite
are-not
in the area to-enjoy-them but-also "1 he summer season is designed to hi-sr:- .sold out the - house very • quicklY, yr
_reputation."
and
Tenuta
as
being
said
they
are not really. justified.
light entertainment." said Rolf Olsen, •- 1Olsen said. "This second show is a brand - •,
"really
,"
said
Olsen
tiékets
for
"To
say
that we only do bigger names
the center's marketing and pliblic rela- • new product with some new artists." the
performance
areexpecteci
to
go
very
in
the
summertime
is not really acThe.biggest name to appear .on the
(ions direttor. "There are no 'classical'
quickly.
curate," he said. "We have had events
An air of nostalgia will sweep through_ like these available for students under
Ihe center when "Lee Castle ,and His- the Arts Card.
Fabulous Jimmy Dorsey Oiaiestra" per"It's the luck of the draw,
form in early August. .
sometimes," he said. "We have tried '
• "'We're expecting a huge response to • to get many of these acts as part of our
this summer's series," Olsen_ said.
(see CENTER page 3)
"Some of them, anticipate. will sell out-against charges that he broke House
WASH I NUTOS(AP)--Speaker Jim.
rules
over 69 times over the past decade,
against
himself
Wright, now defending
**/
has
argued
recently that the career of his
in
inserted
1985
in
ethici=charges,
Houk
wife, Betty, is totally separate from his
Congress"• official journal-his affiiiiVe
work as a member of Congress.
endorsement of a• home video -program
But in the Dec. 9.-1985 edition of the
sold by a comPanyemployinghis Wife
Record,'Wright inserted
Congressional
the
by
In the endoisemen t• later-used
endorsement
of the Pacific
,a350-word
material.
promotional
company . for
Institute's family video series that Mrs.
-Wright praised Ihe ;program as "a
Wright had helped develop. He did not
marvelously useful home video tool."
mention her 536,000-a-year job at the
Congressional rules generally bar
Seattle; Wash.; company or role in its
:members froth -rectiv ing benefits as a
production.
.
positheir
rs•
result of imOroperly exerting
gesture. We dial ask
a
nice
"It
was
lawmakers
Caution
tion, and guidelines
for it," said Jack Fitterer, the comagainst becoming so "affiliated with a
pany's chief operating officer."We were
particular enterprise" that it creates an
pleasantly surprised."
- •
appearance of impropriety.
The speaker. Wfiois defending himself
•--. • -T-see WRIGHT page 3)
by Steve Milian()
Staff• Wrirer

\ Wright endorsed video for
company e-mploying wife

Attention Seniors
There is still time!
Senior Challenge '89
Have you taken the Challenge yet?
If you hilien't and want to, call today. 58I-ALUM
or turn in your pledge card. to Crossland Alumni
Center or the Student Activities Office (2nd floor
Memorial Union).

For -those who haw pledged. and class agents, we
invite you to Share a Piece of Our World at Senior Challenge Celebration. There you can pick up your
tree pass from Oronoka Night and het yourself to
some wine and cheese May 4th. 4:00-5:00 P.M.

Reaching Out In
All Directionr
The Daily Maine Campus:
- Balanced, fair reporting of the news:
university, national, local, and sports.
- Provocative editorials with a chance
for everyone to reply.
• Advertising and classifieds_that help
you find what you need.
- Read the newspaper that reactres-the
University of Maine 'community it's free,
daily, and its even portable.
5.

Croisland Alumni Center.

sbr4Otkl it
—"O

Take The Chellente
Make This Years Senior Challenge
The Best Ever!!

4.0414741MM
For fall and summer
Call:941-9113
866-2516 •

•

_
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The-look of the piper will remain the
same, Bach said.. The headlines will be
printed in the same styk
_ Bach has bcvn_the assistant- editor this
semester but is eager to get started as
- -editor.
\ "I see myself as George Bush: he said.
"I'm just going to hold the line and not
mate-any dynamic Cbinges, at least to • start!'

•Cpnter
tcontiumed from page n

Calvin and Eic-obbes

by

Bill Watterson
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I
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griu/iD 00.1) 0031116. ROCK .
MD_Mii LOOK meets wos

ku. sus* wax Om AciusE.
vas motes otTo

subscription serjesbut it is really a matter of availability."
Olsen said that the summer season's
-attempt at the lighter side" of entertainment is done for economic reasons.
"The amount of funding we receive to
subsidize different events really isn't
enough to cover all the costs." he
said. "Money tic made last summer
helped subsidize the lass -academic
season."
Tickets for all summer events will go
on sale next week

*Wright BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
leontineed from page 71_

by Dave Maclachlan
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Givin and Hobbes

by Bill Wattenon
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Asked Monday about the incident,
Wright said he would have no comment.
In the endorsement. Wright calls the
marketing of the video -a heartening
development indeed- and notes that -the
series is "available at a nominal price
within the range of most American
families." The tapes sole for $34.95
each.
He also terms the taped motiVat tonal
program "a marvelously useful home
video tool to promote togetherness and
really productive family conversation."
Wright adds: "Frtstn its base in Seattle. Wash_ the Pacific Institute has
drawn upon the skills of professional
educators and specialists in personal and
family development to prefect a series of
- 21 home video programs ... The institute
promises to make these services available
widely throughout the country;"
The company later re-printed Wright's
Congressional Record comments 83 pro-Motional Material for its video series. _...
Any member or Congress is free to insert material into the Congressional
Record, which is the daily journal of
congress' official floor activities. But
receiving'benefits -which would occur
by virtue of influence inspropeily exerted_
from his position in the Congress."
The guidelines also caution lawmakers
-:Tiot to- become -too closely affiliatedwith a particular enterprise" to prevent
the appearance that the rule is being
broken.- They say further That
--'-municetions should be drafted so that
they do not lend themselves to misinterpretation • as an official-endorsement•
from the Congress."
And, the rules specifically _bar
members from letting the4r congressional `
stationery be used by outsiders for commercial promotions.
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"UMaine prpfessor is listed in The Guiliess Book of World Records or
discovering largest object in outer space.
by Doris Rygalski

Even prior to the first meeting
with Professor Da% id Batuski. it
does, not take much time to realize Ls
the assistant professor of physics is
crazy about outer space.
Outside his office. one Hangar Ihnly .‘flr%
article and 12 cartoons depicting the humorous
and not-so-humorous side of space are taped onto
the glass portion of the door.
' Inside, a telescope sal on a tripod in one Corner.and a computer blinking different cirs sitar images sal on a -table behind Baluski's desk.
•
His lose of astronomy and its phentimciiiin
goes beyond passise appreciation.lsoneser.
— 14.-cordinu to the The(:uine%% Rook of0orld
Record‘. .ltatu.ki is credited uith disros ering the
.
•
;Urgesi object er found. •
Thubpccfisjstria ofgatilinie• shoui.700
light years king.
_
g- alaxy is a large group of like stars that are
'`-hititTin-Tether hs gra% its.
klierally each -island anis erse" k 100,094
light sears large. he said.
haluski said his string of galaxies could he
sivued hetneen the Pegasus and Perseus, constellations during the fall season.
lie diseosered the Perseus- Pegasus. a% the
In 1983 Professor Das id ilatuski ditiwered a
%forking on his
galaxits are•kallid. in IWO u
string id' galaxies approximatel 790light)ear:
graduate studies at the I nis emits of Neu Slexico.
long.
ihe and- Dr. Jack Burns, professor iif
physks and'astronomy at I NIS11 ken looking for
Ness Mexico. the actual discus ery kas made in %I-a/um*
hoU large
a large structure." he said "Trying to
in a toss n near I UC%4111 %% here he hastai:Cess Is an obwrthings can he in the mils erse."
Because there '.s ire no telescopes large(-though
While the intent stai to find just his's% large things
in
to sieu the depthsintspace that liatusla needed
1
-7-17■••••

a

could he in the uniserse. Batuski said the size of the
Perseus- Pegasus came as a surprise esen to him
and his colleague.
' The site ofthe galaxy and its"string-of-pearl"
structure defied existing gra% Rational laws, be
explained.
"It used to be thought that the biggest things
".
can get kas 20 million light years.
"1,11e didn't think there could he an,thing
bigger because gra% ity kasn't strong enough to
hold something larger together." Batuski said.
He hypothesized that there exists some
other force responsible for holding the structure
together that has yet to he discos ered.
-Wecan't explain how something that big can
form." he said. -VI e has e to behest- it began uith
- lend was leftsore-from the Big Bang."
Batuski belies es the Perseus- Pegasus will
pros ide astronomers u it h a clue to the question.
"LB's • sicking the Perseus- Pegasus) ue're
4-actually looking out at the Big Bang." he said.
-There is something ue don't understand and it's
helping us decipher it."
[he size of the galaxy uasn•t the only surprise. houeser.
‘ccording to Batiiski. he didn't knots about
being listed in the book of records until a friend
brought it hi his attention in 1905.
-My friend justcame in one day.laid the book
on the table in front of me and said. still you
autograph this?'" Batuski recalled laughing.
that's not to say he uas mit pleased.
%, a kid. I rememher reading The 6uiness
Rook. of 'i$ arid Record% and sas ing I'd like to hate

(see SPACE page
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Nelson--: An ExallIed Hero
by Michael Reagan Jr,
!lase y

Horatio Nelson

by Torn Opcock

fore Nelson was court-martialled or executed for di..
he name of Horatio Nelson to some might be a
Ay% ing the strict rules of the na% y or for failing to do
reminder of an era long since past sent IA rest in musty
their utmost. lithe Battle of Copenhagen had turned into
aUicee and norteorfiS. But lord Nelson is not just another
a defeat for the Royal Nasy. it would hase' quite
titled ig-w carer of the past. He is one of the few people
Alfred A. Knoph/N.‘'.
different story for him.
w hose efforts show a definite link N it h the course of hisThe last part of Horatio Nielson feocu,tos on the •
tory.
$22.95
prelude
to and the actual battle of Trafalgar. a ‘icftir,Nelson's insight in fighting nasal battles and his
w
ended
filch
the threat of Napoleon
own courage base made him am admired figure not just
the was and
marked the beginning if 100 years eof dominance of the
of his own era. hut of today as well. His story is told in a
new biography by Tom POCOck, a war correspondent begin. %tier winning the Battle of the Nile, demolishing Ro% al Nasy around the world. It also cost Nelson his life.
Before. the decisi%e battle Nelson bought a home.
and a former nasal correspondent of l'he limes in the F rench na% % in %houkir Bay in %lesandria. Pocock
outside
I _onde on for himself where sir 11 illiani and I acts
London.
illustrates how Nelson reacts to his success and host it
Hamilton heed with him.
Pocock's own knowledge of na% ies are an asset. changes the way people looked at him.
Being one hour outside of I ondon. Nelson's resias is his knowledge ofthe many ports and battlefields(on
His wife's letters, anxious about his personal
'land and sea that Nelson sisited or fought at. Pocock's safety and somew hat whining about problems at home, dence was distant enough 141 is'Did the barbs and snickers
'.kits around the world help gise the reader more of a didn't gise the praise and adulation the % ictor of the " of the public set close enough to skit. Nelson ins ented a
firsthand experience of what it was. like to he in the Nile erased. Lady F mma Hamilton, wife of the British sort of charade tee hide the more delicate parts his life,
jungles of Nicaragua or in the palaces of Naples.
%mbassador in Naples. did gise him the attention he calling his daughter Heir:ilia his -giidchild"and someThe largest problem Pocock seems to ha% e is the Wanted. Shy soon became his mistress and their rela- times using an imaginary person."Mr Ihompsucn." tee
express his feelings tee his mistress in his letters.
lack of information about the life of %ming Horatio tionship became relatisely well known by others.
Pocock in the last part of the book relies on a
Nelson. There are plenty of sources about him after he
1- he cunning nasal hero was also seen as an
wider % 400% of sources than was as.Ailrblu for the earls
became a famous British admiral. hut %er% few about his adulterer. something he read didn't dens.
life as a %Ono( boy or as a young post-captain.
... Nelson is wen walking about LonNelson spent :tome time in Naples. close to 1 ady part of Nelson's lift
Pocock's ow n know ledge and experience is often Hamilton and to lend support to the kingdom of the don with an admiring croo d in tow and linty described as
used to fill in the gaps about'Nelson's life to create a more 1 seo Steak-/
1
4 Which was an all% of the British and a -In mans parts a great man, in others a baby.- by
someone w hee saw both :ides of his eomplicated personseamless narratke. He doesn't alwa% s succeed, hut he possible ad% ersary of Napoleon's.
may hase created perhaps one of the most indepth
During another relati% e period of quiet on the ality.
11 hen the fleet under Nielson arrived around
studies of Horatio Nelson the person.
continent. Nelson became a % er% important patriotic
I he most ohs bus sign that there is a lack of figure to Britons at home and abroad. 1 he anni% ersa- Cape I rafalgar he faced a larger, better armed combined French and Spanish fleet which threatened Great
information about Nelson is when the book begins with ries of his % ictories on the Nile were often celebrated
in
Britain once again.,F.speised to hostile. fire for a half an
young Horatio at age nine, after the death of his mother.
hour
before engaging the Spanish and F rench. Nelson's
Descriptions are Risen of both parents and their families
•
flagship
% ictory was riddled with bombs and in the midst—
as well as about t he large family Horatio is in. Atte more
He was *a-obvious target wearing all his
of biotic. Nelson himself was hit by J sniper from the
is told about his early life escept his education before he
medals on deck in the midst of battle. yet
F rench ship Redoubtable.
joined the nasy at age twel% e on his uncle's ship. the
great sanity and courage v% ere somehoyi inH.I.S. Raissonahle and then to the 1 riumph.
eitricabl linked in his personality.
%ming his early experiences Pocock describes
lie was an °loom's target wearing all his medals
his perilous expedition to search for apossible Northern
on deck ,in the midst of battle. %rt great sand and
passage around S anada to the Pacific.
courage were somehow inettricably linked in his person1% hen Nelson reached the oneted position of -great splendor and white he was in hatylie heard mit) *lily. His'fellow captains and their crews fought in a
captain. the 1merican colonies were in re% oh. 1 nfortu- Italians cheer •A iya ,Nelsonr'
fierce battle, following the plans of their d%ing leader.
Perhapo some of the'. celebration was due' to his
nately for the ambitious captain, his duties consisted of
hough the batik cost hem his life, it was a great
protect ingiliitish possessions in the %%est Indies from a popularity with his crew s.joking with them on (let k and
ictorl for the nglish. I he m.o.of his loss tempered the
possible attack or ins asion. N hich prost-d to gise little* looking out for some of his old shipmates when hb
joyous.celebrations held around Britain. hut his death
chance for action. lie did participatein a British expedi- were in trouble.
made him e% en more re% ered.
Perhaps it was his modest appearance. bearing
dos to take over Spanish possessions in Nicaragua.
'I he Napoleonic 5% ars.to %merit ans. might seem
which ended in disaster and Rising Nelson a serious east the scars of battle while not seeming aloof to others.
to be another reminder of the turbulent sears in Euro%%hile all this was going on. he continued his affair with
of malaria.
pean hostelry . It was an important power struggle nriainly
Niter the failed Nicaraguan expedition Nelson's I.ady Hamilton and later separated from his wife tip be
between Britain and its allies with N.11)411011) and his
acti% die% were less focused on nasal warfaredue to the closer to his dear Emma. foriI;7
endingof the war in America and more eon the search for
I he wars ended Napeoleon•s deimina* tion ell the%Itheough I.ad% Hamilton was .till married tel
a possible spouse*.If
continent
and left Britain I nehallerigedin its search for
He married the widow Fanny Nisbet and from the elderly Sir 1% illiam. she continued to be around
a
greater
empire.
Nekon's.leadership played a pi%ntal
- 1785,.to 1793 the now -married Nelson found himself Nelson and bore' a child a few years later. I he hernscas-role
in
the
war
at
sea
and allowed Britain to use its-nibs,
achori-due -UP the relati%ely peaceful situation among also the subject of scathing caricatures and cartoons
tim help end what it saw as an espanding
krench menace.
due to his relationship by an informed British press.
Britian andersaries.
font Pocock has written a hiograph% about a
Somehow
Nelson
his
made
relationship com%% hen hostilities resumed with F ranee. Nelson
ceomples indi% idual cc loose life was um-% enl% documented.
was hack on acti%e duty -for the Royal Ni1S. participat- patible with his own religious background despite the
E% en though little is krinw p about the earl% life eif Nelson.
ing in an amphibious attack in Corsica. during which ohs imis church teachings he was breaking. It's ironic
Pot
tot k eccimlel hase described lift-in Nelson's time. sic th.st
time he lost the sight in his right eye due to a wound %cry that eine of the greatest heroes mf the British %as% lised
esen
though his earls da% s might remain mike%%%%% ii. at
a life that many would regard as scandalous. close to it.
least some perspecti%e might be gisen by the times he
Hte played a key part in the Battle of('ape St.
I he struggle with Napoleon hadn't ended, filed in.
incent. disobeying orders to present the escape of the though. and the Baltic oas the nest area of conflict
in
sometimes. though, the big picture of European
Spanish fleet and helping to gist' a decisit e % ictory for the nest phase of the Napoleonic %%ars. In the Battle
eel' and -%rtierican %%ars are not gi%en
enough attention
the British.
Copenhagen— Nelson disobeyed a command by his since Nekonlcacti
ons are thy main focus and not the
Nelson's personal bra% ery is shown when he siperintowithdrab* claiming not to see I he signal by
cou-ntry '• . Enemies are fought hut the threats they
helped take user a Spanish ship during the battle and looking through his 'Spyglasses with his blind eye.
Pulse' are al,Jimes unarticulated. Nu% ert heless Pocock
during the failed in'asion of the island of Tenerife.
Nelson didn't mei% e acclaim like in the past, &sent-% praine-for
choosing each a difficult subject for
here he lost his right arm. Pocock geoeSoser each mini- , because Denmark had been a Icing-time all of Britain
a biography and !eir making an exalted hero seem real
in% asiefn Nelson was in and shows the careful planning —despite their current relations. Pocock is quite familiar
and mitre'casily understood for the people of today .
_NeJsion did and the many hazards he faced and suffered with nas4l proceedings but dimes not gist. a reader unfafrom in pursuit of % ietory
miliar with
nasal warfare the chance to see the great
,
1'fters Nelson's past defeats and serious injuries. risks N-elson face4 with his rule-hreaking.
Michael Reagan Jr. is a stndent at I'Maine. •
ironically. his great successes as an admiral of the Has
1 - aptains and admit:its in the British Ns he''
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MUSIC REVIEWS

Go Man Go.

by-

Kirk Kelly

Michael Murphy

Trespassing
Jennifer Trynin

proximity to your turntable,CD player or Cil•wtte
deck recently 'es? (,nod. Now getout(go man go!1
t'fiances are that
and pick up kirk .ketty.'s
it suit also spend a good deal of time being played.
„

It o(mid be- easy to dismiss Jennifer try nin as
another female folkish guitarist-singer-songo riter
riding the current nave of popularity of that ty pt
..(.artist, However. ,1441 would be doing yourself
(and Jennifer( a great dissers ice by dismissing
_

k ell ye
es lions the same scene,centered
around \co 1 ork's Fast.Village and j.ower East
side, that spaoned Shocked..Cindy Let Rerryhill,
and Roger ‘ianning. Each of these artists has
2arnered a recent recording contract.

lennifer's guitar playing reminds me of Michael Hedges. not so much in her technique or
0% Ie. but *Oh the forte
he an di•
play on songs like /( an': Do It %gain and I nder-

[lase you had Michelle shocked

album in close

<WITT.

4
.

.5
a
r.

Is

n-

n-

te
th

.
16

(,0 Alan (so.' is 4 gritty. political album•ohich
i'mhodies Iltrianti-folk' spirit. hells 's yoke- fosters
images of Rob Dylan. oho would probabl% identify
%ell% ith these anli4olkers Isere he starting out noo
instead of almost 30 years ago.

Go Man Go!

kelt%'• attitude and lyricism come off really
%teflon (Do Wan Go!. His lyrics. both subtle and
'obvious. are %cry political. Ile takes on democracy
and its attitude and 1 .S. foreign policy in Red Blues
("i don't %%mina be no communist those damn
erals get me really pissed" the- cold-heartedness of
the banking and corporate %%odd in( orporalion
Phil.. and big business goy ernment and useless. vspensise things that no one ever o ants to use in taliforma flue.

I ndercorer is the opening track on this EP and
is a jaw,.funky tune that features a husky.smoky
%mai from Jennifer. and a horn section backing
that compliments her espressiye guitar. I Could
Mos.t. tlountain%
folloos in a more menu%
fashion N it h JenniferfCeticti1S41he smoke has ing
left her-rairtrTtlear and soaring. / Can't Do It
Again is a strong track that perfectly matches the
passion of Jennifer's guitar to the passion of her
%ince.
1 his is a Yery impressi% e debut recording from
Jennifer Fry nen. I only hope that she records a full
length album in the near future.

(,o Alan (os! is an escellent debut album. His
songs make a WI of sense and (-yoke. some pretty
SieTaiiig emotions. 13 ith an% luck, this album o ill do
as well as MicheNe shocked's. It should also stir up
as much talk and controyerst as her album.

Trespassing

How do You
Like
It Here Now?

If you haye trouble locating this EP in local
stores it should be easy to have it ordered. If this
isn't easy, then you can o rite to Pathfinder Records at 611 Broadsuas. Suite 126. Nes% Vork;New
1 ork 10012. or feel free to phone them at (212)
995-8112.and ask to speak to F m ma Terese. She's
the executise %ice president.

LPtattuit

I he More I listen to this record. thr more 1 like
it. This is a hack to basics riick'n'ri ill album. There
are all too free ofthese albums in this day and age of
studio oiiardry. drum machines and digital samplers.the- only thing I can point to that I don't
particualrly like is the _band's name. I he mune
I he %Ads trase.mr %%Oh ablank image uponseeing
•or hearing it. Vny o ay, hat's really important is
not o bars on the label. but o hat is on the %any'.

Where do vve
Inside this morning.
How do You Like It Here Now?

,

re% less lisv Michael NI tirpli

11 hat's on the sine I here air live guys oho still
lielicee that rock'n'ioll can surge forward into the
1995h suithisut noike-up.corporiate sponsor ship. or
I %%I, other songs that should generate some
song doctoring. I he music here is mostly (tithe tail:
airplay and some interest in theSAels are their orkicking. bar-romping Yarivly oith enough sari- _
range-men! of the traditional Irish rebel song. The
:011m to hold one's interest through mans spins of
Foggy Hew and Sport's passionaate Go .1 way.
the record.
Irish musk is hissing sonic impact on the
Lead singer. Sport. doesn't haYe a 'classic'
'
U.S.
musk scent- and The Ske/Y Yersion of /he
yoke. but like so many nicker% he shoos that it's
boo you use ohat you've'got that counts. This is Foggy ,Dew is as the hand's bio says "a 500
ntagiton version," The Foggy Dew is worth the
esident- from the- opening track Misery Loses
price ofadmission and you get 13 tither wood songs
ompany and also do Romp, Romp, Romp, where
"Misr some more lei boot. Go Away is a song o here the hand %loos
Sport taunts thy PMR(
1.51) and I'll turn up that hip-hop music and oe'll things do% n a bit, but the intensity les el does not
. romp. romp romp until the president sends out the, drop along cc jib the pace.
feels." Abe lyrics %ail a bit fair several mitres Of
.7-60-,tway is pp...ibis the 111041 intense song on the
musk. punk Iteicsy mina rte._ inaikr. the NAM
alhtim.it's
a tough choice.though he-cause'there arc
'end the,song oithsome Reachlioy•sty le-barmonii-

several others that rival its iiitcosih.
—

How long ha% e we been here?
the lakes remember
• our arrkal. (io there at daWn when
the reeds ride the slow wash.
n answer will come
•
from the small world of crafish .
What do We do?
Balance our shadows
like oaks in bright sunlight.
stretch and tumble
as much as we're able,
eat up the light.
and struggle with blindness.

Roberta Hill N% hiteman
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PUZZLE.
kik.
tk
)
'°w.

.•
_

CORNE

Here are a.couple snapps question., to amaie
\ and dazzle sour friend. with.
Ii Host many tuo-cent stamps at4e in a dozen?
.4
21 %re there awe dootknohN on-the right or left
sides of doors? 3i %Ai hich is correct: 26 and'38 ara ;at or 2h and
.
-3/1 is 54?
hen and a half la! an egg and a halin a
diis and a halt-Wow long should.it take 100 hens to
lay 100 eggs.'
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Hey Ya'll

Funhein

lies, hang in there. Before you know it finals will bekhere and gone!
1 eat'. and by the was. stay tuned for next semester's magazine page.

Lisa and 1 would like to thank all cotributors
to this semester's Centerpiece. Thanks.
you've made it a great success!

.number of
financial Xto
funding. de
• Center. is a
allegedly ta
Should s:
publication
city. which
-charge-stud
Ask youi
'
munication
the. answer.

—Rhonda, the editor

Space

Cent.erpiece

icontiriled from page 01-
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•

ms name in there.- Hatuski rattled.
Rut, at the time, he didn't .hase at” idea What it
would take.
••11 kness I didn't want to hool.i tu.op tor'2 hours."
he' said.
The irony of•being listed in the hook of yyorld
records without e% en trying amared him.
All is-not done mith Ratuski. though.
A current project he's undertaken Mil% result in
his breaking his imn record.
_
In tugust of 191i8. Hatuski %%as able to visit an
observatory in I 'hilt..
Because v.orking in ‘rizona has only allowed him
to %It•%4 the skies in the northern hemisphere. he claims
a "chunk tit sky- is missing.
ntil reeentlY there %eery no ohser‘atories
an,ss here in the southern hemisphere. he explained.
As a result there is much in the south that has not
been seen.
**There'. a _blank space in the south.andlimat-tefiH it in.- he said.
He plans to initiate another projetisiMiLir to the'
one he did in 1rifona. .
But. could there possibly he an object larger than
ihr 700 million light year Perseus- Pegasus? •
Hatuski hopes so. and if there is. he will probably
find it.
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Incorrect
incre
ase
., , .rek,

students at UMaine %toed down two of
- three--studeru--fee-ifierease--proposals,Unfortunae,,, the one fee they voted to increase is the same
tee that is leathusr(htclicr-be-inereased.,. •. - • ,. '
-------!in the past, the Communication Fee 'was-used to support TO'Daily Maine Campus_ and WMEB-FM. These
two media are student-fun arms of the Departmenr.of
Journalism and Broadcasting, and serve 85 entertainment
forums -for thegeneral student population, as well as
training laboratories for jOuinalisni students..
But non, with the42 increase in the Communication,
Fee, a riC% player has been added: the Association of. -Student And Administrative
Publications, or ASAP,
.
.ASAP-was formed a few Yeirrback withrOinprehensive- Itera.k.a: Student _Life Fee) money -tcr- provide a
fijac_Aits, re. student groups and univers_ggskpartments _
could produce their own publications.
'
On the surface, the increase seems harmless 'enough.
Yet the ramifications of the increase are far-reaching.
Let's look at why funding ASAP with student money
is a bad idea bs introducing a cast study.
A group which uses the resources of ASAP is Le
FAROG Forum, a publication of the Franco-American
_Center. This is a publication which is distributed
.
statewide, not on-Campus, and which charges a price for
copies, unlike the Daily Maine Campus and WMEB-FM.
Furthermore,, the publication has been beset by. a large
.number of financial and management.woes. Most of the
financial Woes have been caused by slashed University
funding, despite the fact that the Franco-American
Center is an arm of the University of Maine,. which is
allegedly taking a renewed- interest in minority issues.
Should students be asked to help pick , up the costs of
publications- which are-supposedly funded by the university, which have limited scopes of interest, and still .
. charge students twice to receive the fmished product?
'
Ask yourself if you'd buy a copy. of the Telecommunication's office newsletter.. Maybe then you'll know
the answer.

by Mark Weitzman
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Some college advice
Well, I think it's almost oscr..
Don't ever count on your tu=
.After five, very -king or vers
tion bill being the same IWO
short (it all depends on what'
semesters in a row. New fees to
kind of day I'm having) years.
be added are just lurking in the
I'm finally graduating. Of
minds of UMaine officials.
course, I wouldn't be at all surPiece of advice number 8:
prised. if on graduation day. I
Never take a class because soget a call from someone who
meone said it was easy. Usually
adds credits and things upruad
you will sign up for the class
'I'm told there's been a mistake...
with the "easy" Professor just to
But, we're not going to think_
discover on the first day of class
about - those poisjbilities.that Wok has taken an unexsotad,rm going to give advice
pected leave of absence and the
to all of you poor saps who are
Cynthia Beckwith new professor is a former drill
still here—whether you want it,
sergeant for the Marines who
or not.
tion. Not only will employers be hates anyone not majoring in
Piece of advice number I: If fighting one another over you, the class he/she is teaching.
but you will make atrocious
you are a freshman or even a
Piece of advice number 9:
sophomore do not start worryamounts of money whether you
Never trust the Myers-Briggs
ing about what-you are going to
deserve it or not. These pro- TYpe Indicator to match you up
spective employers will also pay with your "ideal" roommate
'do when you graduate. In fact,
don't even start worrying about - for all of your expenses when This entire process is a farce
what you are going to major in.
you interview with them in- since you will probably end up
cluding_the-Isseath-mints you with a triple anyway and no
You'd be amazed at how -long
you can drag the rest -of your
buy as the 7-11 before you get matter what the roommates are
college reer out (just ask John
to the interview.
like you will all drive one
Piece of advice number 4: - another absolutely nuts!
Holyoke).
Piece of advice number 2: Do
Take Human Sexuality. It is proPiece Of advice number 10:
not put off that lab science rebably one of the best and most Never let school in any capaciimportant, classes offered on ty, whether it be a class, a lab,
ouirement until the last possible
_semester if you do, you will
_this campus-You will ,change or _ homework interfere with
ruin, your last semester which
careers many times but you will having a good time. College is
always have to deal. with too short (no matter how long
should be your best because you
members of the opposite sex you drag it out) to waste on
will have to go-to the aStronptnY
and all the problems theys.reate.
• observatory on cold -nights
k _
Piece of advice number 5: Do
. looking for galaxies and
Piece of advice number 11:
not try to wear spiked heels to Never, ever trust a drunken,
nebulaes which probably aren't
class in November, December, crazed marketing major with an
visible with any telescope on
January, February,. or even ink pad and a little doggie
this--campus when you would
March.
rather be at home watching thirstamp.
Piece of advice number 6: Do
tysomething and drinking wine
not think that having two ice
(or beer).
cream cones at every meal at the —Cynthia Beckwith is a senior
Piece of advice number 3:
cafe will take the place of eating who is double majoring in jourMajor- in accounting or
chemical engineering. II you Na real dinner for the rest of the nalism and public administra3tmester. It won't and you will tion thanks to Arlene and Sue
have no interest in either of
these areas of study, lie On your
become a serious porker in just who saved herfmm the grips of
resume so that you will have a . a few short weeks.
depression two years ago.
job four months before graduaPiece of advice number 7: ..Thanks.
.
z
frt..
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To the editor:

,

An open .letter to President
Lick and other 'eol-lege
KIDS Al COLLEriE•
l'm walking across_ car. .us
',Mad hew walk -fas• r,
utcs,"
got class in three
breath this out a mg clenchmy five:yeared teeth as I d
old against the pull of in
armload of havy books.
Somet .'s different about
this week. -I notice it
came
pinched faces of
the
ind
Icier students. younger faculty,
parents -in general. Kids are at
college this week, all.over the
place, a thirteen yearipld in my
biology lecture, my to kids.
stuffing down corn chips at my
afternoon lab. It is Spring break
for the local schools. And I see
stressed parents everywhere
with kids in to aspiring o put,
quality experiences into this
time for-their kids, and inreality. suffering through to the end
when local schools will give
them baCk that time they need
to be students themsels-es, or

,Motsit

StClk7

or othif campus
_
_
n't something be done
-•
ut this?

teachers

;Others in fact cart be students,
can be employed while their
children-are still young. can't we
add some solutions to the problems of parenting during -theseearly -years? 1 suggest.- one solution that would case parents
through school vacations and
would requirelittle financial investment(how much do rented
videos cost-these days, anyway?)
If each Thsilding with lecture
halls could have one room
reserved for showing videos..
monitored by • a. graduate Or
undergraduate student (no less
than Congress's new minimum
wage plan of course), where
- a-1Si Teive kids for the
parents-If
hour,or so that they-are in-class.
I guarantee that lunch-time at
the Union for these happy family groups will indeed look more
tranquil. Thanks: for listening
•
TYler
MarY
Mother and Assoc. Professor
of Zoology

-Uttering facts
To the editor.

•

e _plp

For example:
In light of Marne Day, I
would like to comment on the
Paper-2-5 months
carelessness of littering our
Orange Peels-6 months
environment.
Milk Canon— 5 sears
For Maine, Day. our group
Filtertip cigarette
cleaned around ;he Union. I .
butts-0-12 years,
noticed that one section was
Plastic Bags-10-20 years
much like a big ashtray.
Nylon Cloth-30-40 years
The steps to the entrance near
Plastic containers-50-80
SouthStevens was surrounded
.
years
.
by. butts and gum.
Plastic roam.---NEVER
It sickens me to see how little people care about the camThis litter pollutes our enpus. That one cigarette bait s ironment, your environment,
does matter. A little effort to your drinkirrg water, you_r,
put it in the proper place will parks, your campus. You must
have more of an effect than you care.
think.
Even if you don't litter, you
I once saw a guy nonchalant- end up paying for it. Cleaning.
ly .toss his soda, can !on the . National' Parks cost taxpayers
ground by the library, when S1S million each year.
t here was -a-icath-eati-not--eveo
—Please-iake-the--extra time to
ten feet in front ofhim. Maybe throw .out your garbage, pc,
he didn't reahze that- it takes help us keep
world clean: It
aluminum 80-100 years' to
means so much to all of us, and
decompose. Most other litter
it's such a simple task.
also takes-imam' years to break
•
Low n.
Michelle Sullivan

Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
;tlite 107A Lord Hall, UMaine
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Casting consumer votes
To the editor:
•
-.
On the news Saturday I heard
reporters telling us that consumers should continue to buy
gas from Exxon stations.
After all, they informed us,
local station - Owners are not •
re_sponsible--for-- what. their
parent company does and they are even assuming some of the
price increase caused by the
spill.

Yet, in a free enterprise
It is true that Exxon station
owners are not sitting in on •system, how we spend our conboard meetings making deci- sumer dollar is how we cast Our
sions to lobby Congress for consuther vote.
I cast my sote for responmore lenient environmental
laws(even while following strict sibility to people and the .enEuropean standards). And they vironment before -profit on the
were not directly Tesponsibkfor Part of Anierican firms.
cast my vote for indis'duals
personnel policies that allowed,
a Captain, • already; twice. ar- involsed yith American films to
rested for drunk,en driving, to inquire into their policies and
continue in such a responsible require ethical behavior.
position.
William Bascom
Bonior

did not Can for resignation
by the Legislattre. The legisla- reeruirminorits students who
,
\ tion establishing a State holiday are 'non-athletes' is commenI am writing in response to \in honor of Dr. King was soon- dable. A true education includes
by Representative Stephen the opening of one's mind to
the letter to the editor authored
who cursently serves as new experiences. Meeting and
by Doug Dorsey concerning
interacting with --men ,and
.'s State Senator.
President Dale -Lick's remarks Mr. DORey mistakenly stated women of varied ethnic
on the physical superiority of
black athletes. I Write this letthat Governor McKernan and I backgrounds is an important
ter not only as the Speaker of called for President Lick's component of any educational
resignation. I do not recall experience. .
9
the Mains House of RepresenUniversity stiidents must
tatives, but also as an alumnus , CroveniorMcICernan -requesting
his resignation, and I did not remember that Our state uniserof the University of Maine and
call for his resignation.' The sity system relies on the suPport
a member of the U-Maine
system faculty. I take great pride - misunderstanding took place of all Maine taxpayers. Through
when I was asked - by a reportee\ kind issue questions -voted on
in out university system and
Maine residents and general
whether or. not I thought Dr.'
• know that maine citizens are
Lick should resign. Responding
allocations, the Unisersiproud and 'supportive of the
University Of Maine system. - tothe question. I stated that the ty of Maine system is reliant on
• First. and .foreffidit; despite •Board of Trustees and . the the conilnued support of its
Dorscy'S contention that
Chancellor may wish to con- people Ano:
inments which
sider that action. I never called tarnish or dinu .sh the reputa-'
Maine does not have a state
for his resignation. That deter- tion of the state's university may
holiday honoring Dr. King, we
-.certainly do. The holiday; which, mination should be, and - ap- Adversely ditpibtthe support it
ptopriately was, left to the feceives from the peop)e.and
fell on Monday. January 16 this
ietion of the Board and The may affect the way Maine Men
year, was enacted in 1987 dur=:.-and women view their universh.
ncellor.
ing the First Regular Session of
believe the Board and the ty. As a long-time supporter of
the 113th Maine Legislature In
Chancellor handled the matter the University of Maine, I care
1986, legislation was(proposed
appropriately.' I disagree with about its reputation and the was
to honor Dr. King with a state
Dr. Lick's comments, but it is it is viewed, not only in Maine
holiday. That initial proposal
was defeated, despite my Vocal important to put this matter but throughout the countrY:
behind us and move forward.
and _recorded support on the
Dr. Lick's recent efforts to
John L. Martin
floor of the Maine House, but
Speaker of the House
was enacted the following year
To the editor:
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Penn Relays give team experience
them build confidence," Ballinger men's team will travel to Burlington for
said. "What we have to do now is entice the Eastern League Championships at
the state and regional athletes. That is the University of Vermont, where Ballinger sees three teams vying for the top
Although the University of Maine' our goal now.
"Maine is our base," Ballinger add- spot.
track teams did not reach a final in any
ed, "and we have to attend that base out"Southern Connecticut is the habitual
event they competed in at t&-T%-ii
ward."
choice, but I think the University of New
Relays, Head Coach Jim Ballinger was
As far as the Penn Relays go. Ballinger Hampshire Will win, and I won't be surstill satisfied.
described the atmosphere.
prised if Vermont comes in second."
"We need this type of meet," Ball"Youi had to get to your events a half
The women will compete in the New
inger said, "and we are more likely to
an hour early, because you were lined up England meet at Colby College in Waterenter relays like this just for the
like cattle. The stands had 20,000 to ville, where 11 Black Bears have qualified
experience.
30,000 people. It was a great ex- in 17 different events.
"This will help with our big meets. It
perience."
The indoor New England titlests, Verwill help us develop more poise. There
The .Penn and Drake Relays are the mont, have a good .shot, according to
is nothing like it in New England."
two oldest meets of their kind in the na- Spitcri, while Boston University and the
Of the five relays teams and two intion, according to Ballinger, and rank University of Connecticut will also be an
dividuals, no UMaine entry was able to
with the Texas and Kansas Relays for na- the running.
gain a berth in the finals. prestige.
tional
The men's 4X100 meter relay team of
Looking
ahead to this weekend, the
Carl Smith, Scott Woodcock, KC
Latham and Mike Norman finished second in their heat with a time of 42.11
—Seconds,
but did not qaulify for the
•
- finals.
Seeing this is the final week we will
_"Most teams in the finals ran aroun41
2.,blish the Campus this semester, I
40 flat," Ballinger said. "There were a
Appose a few of the year's highlights
lot of teams at the meet because it was
,hould be
called the relay championship of
Now they may not have been he
America."
biggest stories or events,of the past
Thayer Redman replaced Woodcock
nine months but they were Of interest
in the 4X200 meter relay, which ran
in one way or the other.
against two finalists in East Carolina
.0cr. 5, 1988 The story of Guy Ganand Texas Christian University.
nett Publishing Co. taking the
"We showed up early and was placed
Unisersity of Maine to court for
in that heat when one oLthe teams did
documents relating to the dismissal 01
not show up," Ballinger said.
Peter Craven makes it appearance.
The shuttle relay did not go well for
"Some things should be sacred,"
UMaine, despite John Ka.chmar's perLiMainc President Dale -Lick said in
sonal hest 14.8-second kg. .
response. 'Physical. contact of a per"Thayer just bless up," Ballinger
sonal nature' turned into the. new
said. "He did not handle the meel very
-catch phrase after it was released in
well, but he was not the .onls one."
a statement by the Chancellor's OfPat O'Malley clocked a personal best
fice on Feb. 10. It was sacred to the
in the 10,000 meters(30:24)and qualified
university until they had to respond
for the IC4A. Championships.
to the Maine Supreme Court'deciding
"Pat did very well," Ballinger said,
in favor of Gannctt.
"Since he has run two 10,000 meter races
-Oct. 20, 1988 The Datly Maine
in four days, he will run the 5,000 !TICKETS
Campus'own Mike Bourque writes a
at the Easterns this weekend.
column that has probably drawn the
O'Malley will return as a graduate stumost response this year.
dent nest year and compete for UMaine.
He said that cheerleading is 'ofSince O'Malley transfcred from UM ficially' a sport at UMaine but has a
Farmington, which does not have a track
hard time swallowing the fact. .
program, he still has another year of
I think the most interesting aspect
eligibility.
of the entire subject came about a
For the women, the 4X100 meter relay
month ago when another DM(
team of Edette Williams, Heather
reporter was doing a Title XI story
Killion, Brenda Sheehan and Melissa
and found the section that explicitly
Brancely set a school record with a time
says cheerleading is not a sport.
of 50.01 seconds.
Nov. 2. 1988 ilii-UMaine hockey
Karen Pfander and Kim Pierce jointeam wins its Hockey East opener 6-2
ed Brancely'and Williams to clock a perover the University of New Hampsonal best for the team this year in the
shire behind a strong performance
41400 meter relay (4:02).
from sophomore Mario Thyer.
photo by Scott I eClair
Debbie Cox, who met the qualificaWho could o'er predict what was
tions of the hammer throw (100'), was
I he members of the Maine football team weren't the only ones "on the job"
to come for the season, especially
unable to get a toss of 120' or better and
at Saturday's Blue-% hite game. Cheerleader Pam Fllais, a junior from
(hford
when Thyer would break his leg the
therefore was not measured.
Hall, also had a bus) da).
• very next weekend against Ohio State
"That was,something they decided at
;University.
the event," Ballinger said. "Debbie
Nov. 11, /988 Victoria Watras is
said that they were discussing it before
allowed by the NCAA to return to the
they started."
11Maine women's basketball team
"I thought our women 'did very well
. after quitting the year the year before
at the Penn Relays," assistant c.itch
Too bad she didn't have a chance
mily Spiteri said. "The experienvill
CALGARY, Alberta (AP) — The solid hockey teams," Calgary coach
to really show everyone her talents.
he %cry beneficial to us in the long
Flames see alot of similarities Terry Crisp said as he prepared his club
Calgary
. She quits a second time on Dec. 12
run."
the Chicago Blackhawks and for Tuesday night's opening game of the
-between
but for some reason, just like the year
Ballinger believes that the UMaine
Canucks.
Vancouver
Campbell Conference final at the Olymher
before, she continues to get
cross country and track programs need
to
seven
Flames
took
Canucks
the
The
pic SaddledOme.
being
not
despite
athletic scholarship
to recruit the talent needed to perform
NHL
sthe
round
of
games
first
in
the
"When yOu win first overall, you're
a member of the team.
in. meets like the Penn Relays and the
playoffs, and advanced by winning supposed to win," he said. "Pressure
learn member Cathy laconeta was
New England Championships.
Game 7 in overtime.
starts the day you go into training campqouted at the time of the return as
"When we go to these meets and the
they
the
season
half
of
second
"In
the
team secs that they can score, it helps
love HIGHLIGHTS page 18/
(see FLAMES page 13)
both quietly matured and became good,
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

•

Joe,Grant
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Carlesimo decides to stay at Seton Hall

7

SOUTH ORANGE, \.J- tAP) —
Despite overtures from Kentucky, Scion
Hall basketball coach P.J. Carlesimo.
ended a week of soul-searching Monday
by deciding to stay at the school he took
to the NCAA championship game.

"Hes staying," said John Paquette.
Seton,..H alrs assistantathletic_chrector.___
C'arlesimo met with.'six returning
players for about three Minutes in the
team's locker room Monday to tell them
the news. He was not immediately

ADVERCISINQ
iT4.1 it)C

available to meet with reporters. but
rd-cased a statement through Paquette.
"The strong desire that I have to continue this relationstnp would not allow
- imo
me to leave Setogi Hall." Cartes
said. "1 am extremely comfortable living in the(New York) metropolitan area.
competing in the Big East, and I am certain no other environment would be as
attractive to me."
Carlesimo has been mulling a possibk move to Kentucky-Once. li.siting the
. Lexington campus April 24 for- more
than a day of inters iews. .
The Associated Press initially reported
..that day that Carlesimo would accept the
Kentuckyjob, but not until he talked to
Seton Hall officials.
On Friday,ltowcver, one of the sources,
ho was quoted in the original report
said,Carlesinin.seemed to be having secondihoughts about the job.
The same source also said Carlesimo
nescr definately accepted the job and it
ssas never formally offered to him.
The Wildcats are trying to replace Eddie Sutton. who resigned under pressure
in the wake of an NCAA investigation
• into alleged siolations in the basketball
program.

Daily Maine Campus
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religM1111=

1n—ending talks with KentueitY,
nolno.yal to the school
miaginnaed
w.kt
imo re
res
C
inagrlies
that stuck by him when fans Were call-,
The 39-year-old cOach also turned
down the opportunity for a job that pays
about $600,000 a year and is one of the
most prestigious in college basketball.
Kentucky is awaiting possible NcAA
,ancations and could be placed on probation ,for violating recruitment and
'
otherjules.
Cariesimo guided Seton Hall to within
one point of 4-national championship
last month. losing to Michigan S0-79 in
ovettirni. The 31-7 season was the
Pirate.' best since 19,5253, and
Carlesimo earned his second straight Big
East Coach of the sear award
The turnaround in the Scion Hallprogram came a little more than a year after
the school's stydepLgovernment called
for Cariesimo'souster. Hosseser, at
director Larry Keating stood by the embattled coach
The Pirates finished the 1987-88
season with, a rush, ending 22-13 and
making the NCAA tournament for the
first time ever.'
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Classified ads get results!
'HELP WANTED

really works!
_

CAtt-58 .?3
after 1:00 Mottfri

-

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP P UBLIC
FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

FORUM

WATCHMAKER won •efererices v•fio car
ARTIST r
cartoon er,1 Alvin dr.*71.11
Fest ciass man wanted Steady Kansas __furnish tools State age. lispenence and
salary required. T 39 Demir News
The
Ck'fStiii
10_c4MINA. .Thrs ad
ad placed by Richard Sass m Ciiicago
placed in the Kansas Crty Star on Jan '9
Daily News Apr,
'
' 1897 was answers,
1920 was answered by Watt Disney ros
iy Aivah Roebuck first cartooning fob
MEN wanted to, hazardous lournev
A Hltr14-GRADE YOUNG MAN tor office
Small wages Curtin cold. constant
posibon reoumng some bookkeep,st
Clanger. Sato recur" doubtful Noce, lye
experience A fine opPortunity. tot cight
',cowmen it rase ot success
Address
@mincer, fraror •43seatt: Alt Hernias
1( Shackleton Box 100.---ahm British
placed by A C Soarkpiug Co
:Mashed ad appeared n 1900 seeking
in the Ron Moch•gan. Journal•Aprit 2:3
mum tor Antarctic expecktion
Explorero
19i4 was answered by Harlow*
Shackterton wat swamped verth
Curtsce
later Prescient of General Motors
'
tens •
_

"THE PUBLIC IMPERATIVE:
COMMUNITY ADVOCACY FOR MEANINGFUL
IMPROVEMENT IN EDUCATION"
3

inflatedly:
coated the Modishly Doportmet it 581-1273

L _aim
.F.f
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Make An Investment In The Future.
Yours And The Environment.
ERNEST_LOOYER
President of the Carnegie Foundation
--------4ef the Advancement of Teaching
7:30 p.m., May 3, 1989
Maine Center fortiOrtS
Ernest L Boyer is currently an education columnist for
The London Times and has served as U S Commissioner of Education
and as chancellor of the largest U S university system the State
University of New York, before joining the Carnegie Foundation
Boyers free lecture is °tiered by the Bangor Education Foundation, an
independent, non-profit organization devoted to promoting innovative
approaches to improving public school education The forum is
supported by the University of Maine, the Bangor Daily News. the
Bangor Theological Seminary, the Bangor School Department and the
Maine Coummunity Foundation
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data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

CONGRAIIIMONS

'proafter
ailed
tletic
cm-

1.

11.....
.BUT BEFORE YOU GO
Runtaina THIS is YOUR
LAST CHANCE 10 TAKE A
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
INDUSTRY STANDARD
COMPUTER ram WITII YOU

and
r the

SPECIAL UNIVERS4TY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE • GREAT PERORMANCE•GREAT PRICE

•

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS HO Rs THE
19
CAREER MOVING OFFER

FOR MORE INFORMATION,PLEASE CONTACT

"MICROCOMPUTER
'''RESOURCE CENTER

data
systems
THE DUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON•

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11,SHIBLES HALL, UM

- (207)581-2510

Amnon EsprestY1SA.liesteCard Credit Cards Accepted

Prices adaect to chimp without notice
C 1186. Zenith Data Systems

•
•
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•Highlights

tenatiatied from page 151

CLASSIFIEDS
.et

saying, "everybody is pretty happy"
to welcome Watras back. I wonder
how happy everyone was to see her
departure.
Over Christmas break Football
coach Tim Murphj leaves for the
University of Cincinnati. His brief
two
.stay at UMaine comes to an
end, setting tip the Tom Lichtenberg
era. Hcipefultylwe now have someone
who WANTS
the job instead of just using it as
a stepping stone.
,Warch 2>V9.39 This vias probably
the beginning of the best few days of
the year for me.
The day four foolish guys began
the ultimate road trip (so far) to St.

Paul, Minnesota for thr NCAA •
Hockey final four.
Now everyone says to me t'Oh yea
they lost. That sucks that you had to
go all the way out there for
nothing."
Actually between the singing
waiters. bars, great hockey, big wigs
I was able to meet there, long naps
ditring the ride back and other in- ,
teresiing experiences, the 55 hourson
the road was well worth it.
Joe Grant is a pintor journalism
-major who really hopes he can reach
senior StaildS hs the time September
rolls around.

*Flames

'Icontinued from page 151

..
to the day you win the Stanley Cup or
in the playoffs. It was just a matter of
get knocked out."
whether we were going to get there,"
%
The Flames, who won 54 games durTroy Murray said.
ing the season, led the league with 117 ,
"It's hard to figure. Once we got there,
points, winning the President's Trophy
aloecif pressure was taken off us. There's
r the second consecutive !iear.. They
no question we're playing better now
. --.- *
struggled in the Smythc DiVision
than at any point during the season."
semifIn.I, needing a goal in the dying
One of the keys to Chicago's lateseconds
season success has been, the play of
overtime to eliminate the
goaltender Allain Chesrrer, obtained in
Canucks.
The Flames\ sechied to pick up
a trade from the Winnepcg lets Moody.
superstar Dennis Sasardhas
momentum 'in the Smythe final and
been
playing some of his best-hockey of the
swept the Wayne Gretrky-led 1_0.
Angeles Kings in four straight games.
season, with six goals and 17 points.
• The Blackhawks, under new coach
Then there's the magic of Keenan.
Mike Keenan, clinched fourth place in
%rho took the Philadelphia Flyersto the
the Norris Division by bcatins titeloronStanley Cup championships twice in
to Maple •Leafs on the last diry f the
four years-. Defenseman Brad McCnmseason. Their 66 points was.the lowest
mon. a member of those Flyer teams,
total of any of the 16 piayofr teams and 'knows what Keenan can do for a club.
51 less than the Flames.
"I know how he coaches and gets the
- Despite predictions of an early.
St out of a hockey club," McCrimelimination. Chicago went out and
mo said. _"We're not underestimating
the H. .ks afilL it's going to be i tough
knocked-off defending Norris champion
series a • we're going to have to be at
Detroit in the first round of the playoffs,
then proved it was. no fluke by taking
our best t
care Of the St. Louis-Blues in five games.
. The best- -seven :series resumes
_.. Aboutthe only peopk notsuprised by
Thursday in C. 'ary, then returns to
and 4 on Saturday
Chicago's surge arc the Blackhawks
Chicago for Gam
themselves. _
and Monday.
-We thought tholi iliere,-' -. going to do well
1

Read the Sports Page

ADOPTION

LOST AND FOUND

ADOPTION - ftnot ready kir parenthood-wr(an gni, your baby a Inving—secure Maini.
.tfELP bag . Gelid pinky nm:Wiffi- red
horny Call,c9Ilect 1-789-5140
and panthq head, with 1920 date on Irtint
.stdoption_mirt be defIE
krIV inlea'
827 8408'.RRVARD,S.
itriplian\c'e with Mame laWN Title 22.
_
'Chapter. 1151.,
KEYS FOUND last week at tfw Dagy Mame
Ca6.-npirs Contact Defos
1270:
A CARING- ADOOTION, Happily maMid
white prolessionai counie deeply xvisTies
-- LOST -WALLET. luinday morn"; 800
.adopt a new-born We *tone every advanl Please contact Scott • 866-7411
tags. lot mur-bibr
heitt,riu through
this ditti lilt time ConfsienaA, Aftiniperises.
IOST 1 fATHLR MAHOGAP.A. 811140LD
paid (All Phsiks anti Michael COLLECT. dcsappeared bowfwin' Health Center on
so we can talk
Monday 4/17. If air, idea whew d may be
ill interstate adoption must be done m
PLEASE,CALL Cutler Health Center at 4000
oimpTiarice
flake laws. Tile 22 Oupter The :Mold holds_Invaluable Nrsonal uerns
1153
REWARD NO QUESTIONS ASKED •
ADOPTION: Lam& educated. professional
(ouple of Northern European descent seekung,
baby lo adopt. WA pay birthrnOtTier- expertscs
Please call caleit and we will inviiediately send
mlomianon and photos. CALL lanice and&ott.
(313) 338-6403.

CRI1 AND PINK SrHWINN- Racing Bike 12 Speed (CMS style)
World Sport IMPORTANT If YOU KNOU
ANYTHING ABOUTMIS BIKE PLEASE
CAll. I AM
A'REWARD Last
wen m the bark d C
Hall
Katie 581-4931

APARTMENTS
FOUND, UNITY-0014GUKET
with Gers Lawrence- High dais ring and
St MMER SUBLrfl $350 a Mc-irith. 1 bdrrn Hughes 8ros honk cpener Found between
apt. Orono. 2..mdes horn campus; CALL Atm Androsoaggin and Knox Hall C.ALI lean
581-4932 Rm. 236 or Melany 581-4643
&Mae Rni 221 AMR)581-4914
Rm 204
HELP WANTED
.hedniiino m Otono
A‘ailabie May & Sept Security deposit & rent
paid quarterly. 825-38W. 825:4169
LEGAL. SECRETARY WANTED Highly
mdtwated. pit:armorial waewyvneeded for sr.:
lirSerse a quwt room in private how for
law olive_ Exceleri typing ad surd paxesv
College yew '89-'90 Within 2 rninote_44 Alas fmkuicii
Stnd
of applaArit anti
ki University. Reieience;required.
resume a.) CURTIS & GRIMN.PO Hox 400.
lel: 866-2816
Orono. ME 04473' •
OROM) - 4agable immediately I Si 2
Bedrooms. Private bath Walking distance k)
fUNVIVIN Tel 866-2816

_SUBLET WANTED
Older student looking fur amvner subki.
Bangor/Orono- arra '4v-j fAll
989-2769

FOR SALE

Peugot Pno 12 Speed. Reynolds 531. 56CM
Campagnolo5r/Nr-Gruppo. Sups. wI 211k
Slew Phtlbnck 827-2951

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

THERE'S A p8 10k YOU IN St 1,1M.Qt
CAMP.- The. American Carrying .A.Isoaatixi
hI 1
695: 1981 VW Rabbit Diesel
' (NY) will make your
applicatxm avail. In mil
11195. 1 6 Voivo $999:-Call 989626L
300 camps in the Northeast hutting oppor
writhes lot college students and pruiconat
Rwtiorts ava Ati land 'and water loons. ,
1980 Damn Xurss excellent 5-speid
maintenance.-COU.IGE
-snow tires. 11200r B.O. CALL Doot-at
--CREDIT AV/kit-ABU CALL. OR-IVRTTE
866-3912 or 581-4164
FOR APPLICATION..
_AMERICAN CAMPLSC.ASSOCIADON.4+0R-SALE OltTRADE':? itti.tiittinoiiie- atbd,
43 W.. 23 St_ New York, NY, 10010.
'outbuildings 24m.from UM. Wide pine &. 1
-800.777-CAMP
some climes !milt original laihes. sorne onginal
.
.
glass with bubbles Resswable On 3/4 acres'
MAINE RESIDENT GIRLS CAMP 6/24 May be shown Ai 5/1 $39,900. 945-4051
8/18: lioQy setting on lake: active prograrn
IEIUUS: Saint canoeing: waving; drama.
an,
HOMES FOR RENT
& crafts. WRfTr-Mrs -fohn Trots. v,
New Vernon. New let5eY•
St !+.17‘11.k HOME FOR RENT: 14efront
Or'
LT-‘311, (201) 538-5409
ottate. sleeps 6. sad and motorboats ,illowedge. yard clerk July/Aug
$2.000hno03)877-6524
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Don't drink and drive.
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Announcing Price Reductions on
Apple's Two Leading Products

)\1

Authorized Dealer

Macintosh Plus provides 1 meg
of memory, a built-in 800K disk
drive and keyboard with built-in
numeric keypad.

•

Only $972.00

•
••-••

Open During Finals Week

(
MWF 9-.11 and 2-4
(or by appointment)
See Jay Henderson
at the ISC 5$1-2519

Macintash_SE2ALtakcsthe_Plus_
a step further by offering one
built-in 800K disk drive and a
Macintosh Internal 20Se Hard
Disk. 011._

!lame& II
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Only $2092.00
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/MICROCOMPUTER
(/-''RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
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•MEPA
•(continued from page 31
Acker said that members are concerned about a bib in the legiSlauge to license
counselors.-Another bill of concern to'
members deals with the abortion-related
*Ile of parental consent.
"The present bilL calls for a counsel
ing process to be interposed betaken the
minor's request for an abortion and a
physician's going ahead with the pro- cedure." Acker:said. ',`That's in lieu et
- the original intent of the bill which was
to require parental consent. "It\vvill involve psychologistsbecause
4ent-444 PONS-.-114C.we -re
•
••
. COU0SCIOrs. he said.

••••
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UMaine
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(continued from liege
prnfessional chess-the aggression of
.12 grueling hours of match play esti>
day began -eating me alive," he
says, no unlike alcohol once did-he
decided to try- his hand at writing.
The result is a recently .published
autobiography, "The Grass Arena'
(London: Faber& Faber,(STR)-9.-95;
also Winchester, Mass.: Faber &
Faber. SI4415).
' Now it's the literary world's turn to
be stunned by Healy. Earlier this
month he was awarded • Britain's
highest award for autobiography, the
J.R. Ackerley Prize.
Colin McCabe. an English
literature professor and head of production at the prestigous British Film
'Institute,
admits to being 'simply staggered'
by the book when he first read it.
"There is no equivalent to it in the
English language that deals with such
an extreme form of poverty, about
people you regularly see on the
streets, but don't really know exist,
and -written by someone4terti the very
bottom social class of society." says
Mccabe who praises the book's.
"pared and powerful prose"
"But ,what is perhaps even more
astonishing." he adds, "is (Healy's)
honesty: That someone has gone
through all of this physical and mental degradation of complete
alcoholism and the privations of
vagrancy, without any degree of selfpromotion, is quite extrodinary."
Upon Completing this first s- work,
Healy has gone on to write articles for
periudicals,_a_Thandfut-nt
piays.(currently being considered for
TV adaptation), plus a novel, soon to
be published.
in an.inters ievy• at London's elegant
Waldorf Hotel. Healy greets a
reporter with friendly informality.
This is a man utterly devoid of airseo
Quick to laugh„ he reveals large gaps
where teeth once were.
Years of fighting-first as a promising boxer, then as a drunken
and-out-left their mark.
Clad in jeans and a casual pullover,
Healy- soo)n makes it clear, with a-dry
quip, that such places as te Waldorf
are not among his • usual haunts.
Although championship chess and,
more, recently, literary success are
opening the doors of places once
firmly closed to him, he emphasizes
that he considers himself very much
a denizen of London's working-class
world. Residing for the last 16 years
with his widowed mother.("more a
best friend these days," he says) insubsidized public housing, he does
acknowledge, however that his newly,
found talents are transforming his life
in ways he once viewed as
inconcewable

Do you remember reading a DMC article some time ago
about the formation of a student "Concert Committee,'" and
the three organizations that each Contributed $10,000
toward the establishment of a "Concert Fund?" That
"Committee" now needs your help.
- They want you to help spend $30,000.
In order to provide you with quality shows throughout the
1989-90 academic year, the Concert Committee needs to
hear your ideas, questions, and suggestions about what
kind(s) of show(s) could/should be held'at the University of
Maine. One way you can help is by filling out the survey
•
below.

•

Cut out, fold, and place in campus mail.

t_What kind(s'rof band/performer would you Ike to see at UMaine?
Folk
Blues
Classical
Country/Western
Heavy Metal
New Age.
Jazz
Progressive
Punk Reggae
Rap
Rock
:Top 40
2 Do you have suggestions for bands/performers that you would like to
• see andlhat could/should play at UMaine?

•

3 What would be a reasonable ticket price for your suggested band(s)/
performer(s)?
I-- -•

4 OtW36ftiiiiits-----

CAMPUS
MAIL

UMaine Concert Committee
Maine Center for the Arts
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